Photothermally triggered on-demand insulin release from reduced graphene oxide modified hydrogels.
On-demand delivery of therapeutics plays an essential role in simplifying and improving patient care. The high loading capacity of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) for drugs has made this matrix of particular interest for its hybridization with therapeutics. In this work, we describe the formulation of rGO impregnated poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate based hydrogels (PEGDMA-rGO) and their efficient loading with insulin. Near-infrared (NIR) light induced heating of the PEGDMA-rGO hydrogels allows for highly efficient insulin release. Most importantly, we validate that the NIR irradiation of the hydrogel has no effect on the biological and metabolic activities of the released insulin. The ease of insulin loading/reloading makes this photothermally triggered release strategy of interest for diabetic patients. Additionally, the rGO-based protein releasing platform fabricated here can be expanded towards 'on demand' release of various other therapeutically relevant biomolecules.